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Planning for an electrifying stag weekend? Well, you have several options available in the form of
stag do destinations. From London to Barcelona- Europe is packed with cities known for their
scintillating . They are also the most visited tourist hotspots in the continent and therefore, remain
crowded throughout the year. So, why not avoid the crowd and try your hands at something
different? We are sure that your stag group will appreciate spending time in a new location. Keeping
such considerations in mind, here is a list of three most unusual  destinations.

Beirut- Beirut is a place where bullet holes and blinds come together for an interesting mix. You can
spend the day watching Arabian race horses and then head straight to Mnaitra- a little way outside
the main town for biking or canoeing. Water sports enthusiasts will love to take a dip in the warm
water of Beirutâ€™s sea s. Visit Gemmayzeh after sundown. The area comes to life in the evenings
when young Lebanese men and women from different corners of the city make a beeline for the
clubs and pubs located here.

Pas De La Casa (Andorra) - Pas De La Casa is a ski town located on the Pyrenees. The place gives
outdoor freaks a variety of activity options to choose from. While biking or bugging are some of the
most common activities in Pas De La Casa, for added fun, do consider sports like 4X4ing, 8X8ing
etc. The entire nation is duty free- something which makes the prospect of an Andorran stag
weekends all the more exciting.

Sarajevo (Bosnia & Herzegovina)-We know how you feel about this particular suggestion. Whatâ€™s the
point of taking the group to a war torn nation when there are countless safer options around?  In the
first place, there is nothing unsafe about visiting Sarajevo. If countless people from different corners
of the globe can do so, why canâ€™t you? If we can overlook the conflict part for a while, then Sarajevo
is a cool handsome place with plenty of hills in the vicinity.  Moreover, stag do nights in the Bosnian
capital is packed with bars known for their tourist friendly ways.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a stag weekends, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a stag do!
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